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By Memory Makers

F&W Publications Inc. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Cutting Edge Photo Cropping
for Scrapbooks: Bk. 2, Memory Makers, Photographs are the heart and soul of scrapbooks and
thousands of scrapbookers and photo enthusiasts are discovering exciting and innovative ways to
crop their photos with Cutting Edge Photo Cropping for Scrapbooks. You'll find dozens of photo
cropping ideas-from simple to complex-sure to bring focus and drama to your pictures and
scrapbook pages. Included are: * Brand new ideas for cropping photos into artful slices and
segments, mats and frames * An introduction to the art of photo tearing * Shape cropping
techniques using templates, shape cutters, punches and die cutters * Innovative ways to showcase
photo weaving, mosaics, montages and collages * Whimsical methods for bringing movement to
your photos * Instructions and illustrated step shots that make these projects easy for scrapbookers
of all levels Push your photo cropping beyond the boundaries of traditional scrapbooking with this
fresh generation of cutting-edge cropping techniques that will turn your snapshots into memorable
pieces of art. Sharpen those scissors, put a new blade in your craft knife and let the creativity begin!.
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ReviewsReviews

It in one of my favorite book. Sure, it is actually engage in, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. I am happy to let you know that this is
basically the finest book i have got study inside my very own existence and might be he finest publication for ever.
-- Ra nda l Reing er-- Ra nda l Reing er

A superior quality publication and the font utilized was intriguing to read. I could comprehended every little thing using this composed e publication. You
will like the way the author compose this publication.
-- Mr . Dem a r io Tr a ntow-- Mr . Dem a r io Tr a ntow
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